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Amazon Updates and COVID Response
• Amazon remains a "stay-at-home" winner with E-commerce 

sales continuing strong despite COVID, economic and 
employment worries
• Navazon is seeing sustained ordering for current clients and 

strong interest from new companies starting business with 
Amazon
• Rumor that Amazon is considering mall spaces for FCs
• Amazon growth continues as consumers buy from home to 

minimize human contact



COVID Re-Opening (and Closing Again) of U.S. 
Economies as of August 11, 2020

Source: “See How All 50 States Are Reopening (and Closing Again).” The New York Times. July 13, 2020. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/states-reopen-map-coronavirus.html

As states re-open their 
economies, Amazon 
remains one of the few 
options open

As of June 15, 2020As of July 13, 2020As of Aug 11, 2020



Q4 Planning
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Prime Day
• Second or third week of October
• October 13th
• Rumors of cancelling Prime Day

• Due to overlapping with category events
• Perceptions of overloading system and increasing risk of COIVD to 

employees



New to Vendor Central
• New VC Main Page

• Rolling out across 
accounts

• Removed
• Cases
• Confirmed POs
• Quick Links
• Top Score Card

• Focuses on
• Bulk Buys
• Lost and Suppressed 

listings
• Cost Related
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New to Vendor Central

• Financial Scorecard
• Missing invoices
• Shortages
• Supply Chain Defects

• Canceled appointments
• Late shipments

• Timeframe
• Will eventually go back 

24 months
• Currently goes back 

12/01/2019
• Bugs still exist
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New to Vendor Central – Financial Score Card
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New to Vendor Central – Financial Score Card
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Chargebacks 
• Pickup Accuracy for Collect shipping

• Chargeback being implemented later in 2020
• No assessed amount yet for chargeback

• If you are a Collect vendor, you will receive the confirmed pickup date and time of 
your TL shipments from Amazon. You will have until 5:00 p.m. PST on the day prior to 
the scheduled pickup time to reschedule the pickup, if you cannot accommodate the 
time given. If you reschedule after 5:00 p.m. PST on the day prior to the scheduled 
pickup, you will incur this chargeback. If you do not reschedule, the carrier arrives on 
time, and your freight is not ready or you are unable to load the carrier in the expected 
timeframe, you will incur this chargeback.

• Drivers must be loaded within 60 minutes of their scheduled arrival time.
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Chargebacks
• SIOC dimension changes

• Change will go into effect on January 1, 2021
• the minimum package dimensions that require certification of an ASIN as FFP 

or SIOC are 6" x 4" x 0.375" (previously 9” x 6” x 0.375”).
• Any non-sort packaged item that is fulfilled through Amazon's fulfillment 

network with any one or more of its dimensions less than 6 inches on it
longest side, or less than 4 inches on its median side, or less than 0.375 
inches on its shortest side is excluded from the SIOC chargeback.

• Non-sort is based on the 18x14x8 dimensions covering packaged items with at 
least one side greater than 18" on its longest side, more than 14" on its median 
side, and more than 8" on its shortest side, or greater than 20 lbs.

• Products that remain uncertified will be subject to the $1.99 chargeback per 
received unit, for any ASIN that exceeds any of the new minimum packaging 
dimensional thresholds starting on August 1, 2020.
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Operations - Drop-ship/Direct Fulfillment
• Rise in canceled drop-ship 

orders due to increased 
demand

• You have 7 days from the 
ship by date to confirm 
shipment of the order. 

• The order is canceled on the 
7th day and a $10 
chargeback is assessed
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Q4 Readiness
• Prime Day

• October 13th -14th

• VM deals in the system
• Consider Coupons if deals can no 

longer be submitted in your category
• For deal period, prime only must be 

selected for coupons
• Promo codes can also be used to 

drive traffic from social media 
platforms

• Black Friday/Cyber Monday

• A Promotion is one lever to grow 
your Amazon Business
• Revenue = Price X Traffic X 

Conversion
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Levers to Grow
• Offer exists
• Have available inventory

• Drop-ship/direct fulfillment
• Born-to-run
• Promotions increase available inventory

• Improve traffic
• Amazon Advertisements (AMS)

• Ensure you are optimizing your campaigns now
• 2 week minimum to see ad results

• Promotions drive traffic through marketing emails and deal pages

• Improve conversion
• Improved content

• A+ pages
• Images
• Videos
• Bullets
• Detail product information
• Titles
• Hidden keywords

• Best available/lower cost
• Amazon price matching
• Software for price discounts
• Promotional discounts

• Promotions drive improved inventory, traffic, and conversion
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Promotional Suggestions
• General Holiday readiness

• Ensure you have supporting drop-ship 
inventory

• Consider running coupons prior to 
holiday promotional period
• Coupons receive an auto lift in 

forecasting
• Average lift of 55% during promotional 

period
• Average lift of 14% after promotional 

period
• Prior-holiday discount should be lower

• Increase AMS spend before and during 
promotional period

• Goal is to improve search rank 
before main traffic period
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Retail Readiness
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Retail Readiness

It’s how Amazon delivers the showroom
directly into the customer’s living room
It describes the state of being prepared for 
effectively selling on Amazon’s customer-
centric platform

Retail readiness ensures a positive 
customer experience while shopping on 
Amazon

All aspects of your product’s existence in the 
Amazon ecosystem impact its retail readiness

Retail readiness is a journey involving 
organization-wide coordination organization

Preparing your catalog for the digital showroom directly aligns with Amazon’s 
customer-centric business model
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Retail 
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Descriptions

Inventory

The “Buy Box”

Retail readiness is a collaborative 
& resource intensive process

Ensure healthy Amazon inventory levels. 
Products not in stock are not eligible for 
promotion; Amazon will automatically pause 
campaigns until that product is back in stock.

Descriptive titles; reiterate important 
information from the title and description with 
appropriate keywords in each. 

Clear images. Pictures and even video to 
demonstrate key features of the product and 
how to use it.

Reviews & Ratings - Customers rely on make 
purchasing decisions or to research the best 
item. 

Algorithm uses inputs such as price, inventory 
level, shipping, reviews, etc. Winning the  buy 
box indicated when the item is sold by Amazon. Navazon effectively monitors the customer 

experience while optimizing the readiness inputs 
we control. Navazon Inc | Confidential



Retail readiness is the dynamic sequence of steps to successful brand 
presentation on Amazon

Retail Readiness

Understand your Channel

Amazon Advertising Strategy

Identify Roadblocks

§ Inventory, Robust title, 5+ bullets, keywords

§ Full description engaging customer, answering ?’s
§ 3+ stars, 15 reviews min, 5+ images

§ Understand who you’re selling to off Amazon

§ How does this affect your Buy-Box
§ Watch for “other sellers”

§ Monitoring retail readiness, content & competition

§ Knockoffs & Amazon warehouse offers on detail page
§ Understand the Retail Readiness levers in your control

§ Leverage ad types to drive visibility or increase brand 
awareness

§ Targeted campaigns to up-sell, cross-sell, brand protect 

Navazon’s expertise provides our vendors with a focused strategy for success on Amazon.
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Retail Readiness Content Checklist
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ü 5 Images
ü 5 Bullet points
ü Descriptive title
ü 3.5 Star rating
ü 10 Reviews
ü In-stock
ü Winning buy-box

Retail readiness is a fundamental part of your Amazon business. Checking and maintaining it across your
entire portfolio can be a massive undertaking. 



Amazon Frontier – New Tools and 
Programs
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Navazon Spotlight helps you track your content and identify opportunities at 
scale
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Last month, the Navazon Spotlight saved 182 hours of manual labor, by fetching and analyzing content for 
our vendors. 



Questions and Answers
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Key Takeaways
• Revenue = Price x Traffic x Conversion
• Content is the foundation on Amazon
• Promotions 

• Are an investment in search rank
• Contribute to the future success of your products

• Drive Amazon orders
• Enhance conversion

• Navazon is continually enhancing its tools to provide you with the best 
service available in response to Amazon's challenges


